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ABSTRACT
Every day, social media users send millions of microblogs on every
imaginable topics. If we could predict which topics a user will
join in the future, it would be easy to determine what topics will
become popular and what kinds of users a topic may a�ract. It
also can be of great interest for many applications. In this study,
we investigate the problem of predicting whether a user will join
a topic based on his posting history. We introduce a novel deep
convolutional neural network with external neural memory and
a�ention mechanism to perform this problem. User’s posting
history and topics were modeled with an external neural memory
architecture. �e convolutional neural network based matching
methods were used to construct the relations between users and
topics. Final decisions were made based on these matching results.
To train and evaluate the proposed method, we collected a large-
scale dataset from Twi�er. �e experimental results demonstrated
that the proposed method could perform signi�cantly be�er than
other methods. Comparing to the state-of-the-art deep neural
networks, our approach achieves a relative improvement of 18.2%
in F1-score and 28.9% in MAP@10.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, social media sites (e.g., Twi�er, Facebook, YouTube)
have continuously improved. According to the statistics given by
Twi�er, more than 313 million monthly active users posted and
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Which topics will Mike Check join in the future?

VoteBlue/Vote, Nov 14.

walterscott, Nov 17.

Syria, Dec 14.

Afghanistan, Oct 26.

Figure 1: An Example of �is Task in Twitter: A user may
join some discussions of topics that interest him. If we can
predictwhich topics hewill join in the future, itmayprovide
valuable information for a variety of applications.

visited on sites with embedded Tweets1. Users talk about every
topic imaginable by posting microblogs. To help users quickly
�nd popular topics, both Twi�er and Facebook also provide trends
(trending lists) for users. To join the discussion of a topic, a user
can post a tweet that includes hashtags or phrase as it appears in
the topic or retweet the tweet he or she likes that contains this
hashtags. Because users produce more content about real-world
events almost in real time, topics become accurate sensors of real-
world events. Hence, topics provide valuable information for a
variety of applications such as stock prediction [3], public health
analysis [23, 33] and real-time event detection [24].

Previous researchers have studied the problem of detecting
which topics will become popular in advance. In [20], Nikolov
and Shah introduced the problem and proposed a nonparametric
method to perform the task. Zhao et al. [35] introduced a temporal
sequence analysis model to model topic spreading and predict the
short-term trends for topics. Mukherjee et al. [19] introduced
an approach to identify trending concepts based on the hourly

1h�ps://about.twi�er.com/company
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page visitation statistics. In [7], a dynamic Bayesian network-
based method was proposed to solve the emerging topic detection
problem. �ey selected features from the topology properties of
topic di�usion to construct the DBN-based model. Becker et al. [1]
studied the problem from another aspect. �ey proposed the use of
an online clustering method to identify groups of topically similar
tweets. �en, they computed features for each cluster to determine
which clusters corresponded to events. However, these studies
focused only on predicting whether a topic would be a trend or not.
�ey could not determine which users would be a�racted to or join
in the discussion of the topic.

We think that predicting the topics whose discussions a user will
join in advancewill provide �ne grained results about the topics that
will become popular and could also produce valuable information
for a variety of applications. Liang et al. [16] studied a similar task
in an a�empt to recommend topics for users. �ey proposed the use
of an implicit information network to �nd the relevant topics. Since
users are usually not join all the topics they are interested in, the
ground truth of this task would be a problem. Some other existing
studies have also been conducted on the task of recommending
tweets based on users’ personalized information (e.g., posting
history, retweet history, and social network). �ese existing studies
examined di�erent aspects of the problem, including contextual
information [5, 22], information about the relationships between
users [9, 29], and multimodal information [6]. In contrast to
recommending a single tweet, a topic consists of hundreds of tweets
posted by di�erent users.

In this work, we investigate the problem of predicting which
topics a user will join in advance. �is task has several challenges
from di�erent perspectives. A topic may contain hundreds or
thousands of tweets. Tweets on a topic may also address di�erent
sub-topics or aspects. Moreover, because users usually write
tweets in a conversational style in Twi�er-like services, tweets
are usually noisy and may contain misspelled or abbreviated words,
as well as symbols. In addition to these challenges, two critical
problems are obstacles to achieving this task. First, hundreds of
thousands of topics exist in the real services. If we use traditional
classi�cation methods, the number of categories will be very large.
�e space complexity, time consumption, and performance are
all challenging in large-scale classi�cation problems. Second, the
number of topics is not �xed. �e topics on social media sites
may change continuously. Hence, the classi�cation module must
be retrained to handle newly emerging targets. �erefore, the
traditional classi�cation methods cannot easily achieve a su�cient
performance on this task.

To tackle these challenges, we �rst constructed a large dataset,
which contained more than 14 million tweets. �en, we analyzed
the dataset and found that the topics that a user joined were
similar to the tweets he posted. Hence, we introduced a novel
deep convolutional neural network with an a�ention mechanism
to perform this task. We proposed the use of an external memory
architecture to model the interests of users based on their posted
tweets. Since the topics in which a user participated are more
important and may have been slightly di�erent with his general
interests, we separately modeled this part for each user. To calculate
the relations between users and topics, we introduced a matching-
based method with an a�ention mechanism to construct similarity

features between users and topics. Finally, the prediction results
were calculated based on these similarity features.

�e main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1) we de�ned the problem of predicting which topics a user will
join. In contrast to the tweet recommendation task and early trend
detection task, this task focuses on predicting the relations between
users and topics; 2) we proposed a novel deep convolutional neural
network with an a�ention mechanism to perform this problem.
�e user interests and main contents of topics were modeled by an
external memory architecture; 3) to train and evaluate the proposed
method, we constructed a large dataset of more than 14 million
tweets. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposedmethod
achieved be�er results than the state-of-the-art methods for this
task.

2 RELATEDWORK
�ere are three major areas related to this task and the proposed
models. �e �rst is the work on the task of topic prediction and
recommendation on social media. �e second is the matching
problem. And the last is memory and a�ention mechanism. We
will mainly introduce works about these areas in the following
section.

2.1 Topic Prediction and Recommendation on
Social Media

Because of the increasing requirements, various studies have
recently been performed on the task of predicting which topics will
become popular on social media. �e problem was introduced in
[20]. A nonparametric method was proposed to achieve the task.
Some studies used di�erent methods to perform this problem. Dang
et al. [7] proposed a dynamic Bayesian network-based method to
solve the problem. In [1], an online clustering methods was used
to identify topics about event. However, these works focus only on
predicting whether a topic would be a trend or not. �ey could not
determine which users may join in the discussion of the topic.

Liang et al. [16] introduced the topic recommendation problem
which studied how to recommend topics for users. �ey proposed
to use the implicit information network formed by the multiple
relationships among users, topics and tweets, and the temporal
information of tweets to �nd relevant topics of each topic and to
pro�le user’s topic interest. Some other existing studies have also
been conducted on the task of recommending tweets based on
users’ personalized information. Chen et al. [5] used collaborative
�ltering based on contextual information to solve this problem. Pan
et al. [22] built a joint model which takes the advantages of both
collaborative �ltering and the characteristics of di�usion processes
for recommendation. Meanwhile, some other studies were based
on di�erent information, such as relationship information among
users[9, 29] and multimodal information[6]. Previous studies also
evaluated a graph-theoretic model [34] and several di�erent kinds
of supervised classi�cation methods [8, 30, 34]. All of these studies
worked on the task of tweet recommendation. In our work, we
investigate the problem of predicting which topics a user will join.
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Table 1: Statistics of the corpus we constructed

#User 15,210
#Tweets 33,326,572
#Topics 1,147
Time Period 2015.01.01-2015.12.31

2.2 Matching Problem
Semantic matching is a critical task for many applications in natural
language processing and several methods have been explored [14].

Recently, deep neural networks have been used to solve this
problem and have shown outstanding performances. Huang et
al. [12] developed a deep structure that projects queries and
documents into a common low-dimensional space and matched
the query and documents by calculating distance between the
low-dimensional representation. Lu et al. [17] proposed a new
deep architecture combining the localness and hierarchy intrinsic
for matching short texts. Similarly, Wang et al. [31] gave a
deep matching model for using mined dependency tree matching
pa�erns of two short text. Hu et al. [11] devised novel deep
convolutional network architectures to match two sentence.
Severyn and Moschi�i [25] present a convolutional neural network
architecture for reranking pairs of short texts. Palangi et al. [21]
adopted a LSTM architecture to construct sentence representation.

In this study, we converted the prediction task into a matching
problem between users and topics. We proposed an e�cient deep
convolutional neural network with an external memory to perform
the task. �e experiments showed that our proposed methods
outperformed the others in our task.

2.3 Memory and Attention
Recently, variants of Memory Networks [32] have achieved very
good results in various NLP tasks, such as language modeling [28],
reading comprehension [10] and question answering [13, 18,
28]. Weston et al. [32] proposed this architecture and applied
it on question answering, which have four component: input
(I), generalization (G), output (O) and response (R) component.
A�er then, Sukhbaatar et al. [28] introduced an end-to-end
neural network with a recurrent a�ention model over a possibly
large external memory. One important contribution of Memory
Networks is the idea of storing the information in an external
memory architecture and searching the important part from the
memory by a�ention mechanism.

In this work, we proposed the use of an external memory
architecture to model the interests of users and topics based on
their posted tweets or contents and selected the important parts
for each matching.

3 PRELIMINARY
3.1 Data Preparation
To analyze the topic of participation behavior, we crawled a large
number of tweets from Twi�er. First, we randomly selected 100
users as seeds. �en we crawled the followers and followees of
these seed users. �rough these steps, we crawled 15,210 users
and more than 33 million tweets in total. All data were crawled
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Figure 2: An Example of LDA Topic Distributions of User In-
terest. �ere are a few points of interest in user distributions
and only minor di�erences between those distributions in
di�erent periods, which demonstrate that users normally
focus on speci�c points and only occasionally join other
topics.

before March 2016. �en, we restricted the time period used in
our experiment to range from January 1, 2015 to December 31,
2015. Any information out of this time period were removed. More
speci�cally, there are many kinds of topics on Twi�er, such as a
celebrities, hashtags, or keywords. Most users use the hashtag
format. �us, to obtain the topics from this time period, we selected
the topics with the hashtag format and �ltered out those topics
that had a number of occurrences in our dataset larger than 1,000
to ensure the population of topics during the selected time period.
�e number of topics that satis�ed this condition was about 1,147.
In our experiments, if the user posted a tweet about the topic or
retweeted a tweet about the topic, then we consider the user to
have joined the topic. �e statistics are listed in Table 1.

3.2 Data Analysis
Normally speaking, most of us have the intuition that user interest
was concentrated within a limited range, showing only a slightly
di�erence for a long period of time. Each topic also covers one or
more points of interest. It is more likely that the user will join the
topics close to their interests. �us, the topics that a user wants to
join will be similar to the tweets he or she has posted. To verify
these intuitions, we designed the following two experiments.

Hypothesis 1: User interest is concentrated in a limited range and
remains unchanged for a long time.

�ere are mainly two types of behaviors that can represent user
interest: posting behavior and participation behavior. To verify
the hypothesis 1, we analyze the di�erence in these interests in
di�erent time periods. Firstly, we split our dataset into two time
periods based on the 50% point-in-time in the timeline. In each
unit time period, we randomly selected 50 posted tweets for each
user to represent their posting behavior, and 50 tweets from topics
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Figure 3: An Example of LDA Topic Distribution between
User Postings and Twitter Topics. Topics that a user wants
to join have a distribution similar to the tweet sets he or she
posted, whereas the topics that a user will not join have a
di�erent distribution.

they followed to represent their participation behavior. To discover
interests from these tweet sets, we chose to directly apply Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2003]. LDA can distill the collections
of text documents (here, tweets) into distributions of words that
tend to co-occur in similar documents. �ese sets of related words
are referred to as “topics” in LDA, which can be also regarded as
the points of user interest. We set the number of LDA topics to
50 and modeled our collections in di�erent periods. In order to
understand the di�erences between user interest in di�erent times,
we introduced the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence measure. If
the divergence measure is below a certain threshold, meaning that
the similarity of LDA topics distribution is high, then user interest
remains unchanged. Empirically, we set the a threshold of 2 to
measure the similarity between di�erent distributions.

A�er the experimental analysis, the results revealed that more
than 98% of users have similar posting interests between the two
periods, because the KL-divergence between their two distributions
is below the threshold. For participation interest, the proportion
between the two periods is more than 86%. Such a high proportion
of users with similar interests in the two di�erent periods proves
the consistency of user interest. For more intuitive information, we
selected an example whose KL divergence was near the thresholds
and plo�ed its smoothed distributions of LDA topics, shown in
Figure 2. From the �gure, we can see that there are a few points of
interest in user distributions and only minor di�erences between
those distributions. �is data demonstrates that users usually focus
on speci�c points and only occasionally join other topics for a
special reason, such as important events.

Hypothesis 2: �e topics that a user wants to join will be similar to
the tweets he or she has posted.

To verify the hypothesis 2, we still use LDA to discover user
posting interest and Twi�er topic interest. For each user, we

randomly selected 50 posted tweets as the user’s posting documents
and 50 tweets from Twi�er topic content as the Twi�er topic
documents. �en, we performed negative sampling to select the
topics in which the user will not participate and the sampling
number was set to 50. KL divergence was also used to measure
the di�erences between the two distributions. Based on statistics,
we found that topics the user will follow have similarities with the
user’s posts. �e KL divergence is low between them and the topics
the user will not join have a higher KL divergence, just like the
example shown in Figure 3. Certainly, some KL divergence between
the negative samples and users is also low and the boundary is
unclear, which made our prediction di�cult. However, there is
a huge di�erence between the positive samples and the negative
samples, where the average KL divergence between the positive
samples and users is 1.56, which is signi�cantly lower than the KL
divergence between the negative samples and users, which is 2.64.
�is statistical results demonstrate that the topics that a user wants
to join are similar to the tweets he or she posted.

From the above analysis, we can conclude that user interests are
concentrated in a limited range for a long period of time, and most
of topics the users joined are close to their own posting interests.
�us, for this task, it is feasible to model interests using users’
posts and participation history and to construct similarity features
between users and topics.

4 APPROACH
In this work, given a user u and a list of topics T , our task is to
predict which topics the given user will join. As described above,
in this work, we convert this task to a matching problem between
topics and users. Two types of information from di�erent aspects
are used in this work. One is posting history of users and the
contents of topics. Another is the user’s topic participation history.

To model the relevance between users and topics, we propose a
novel and e�cient memory-based convolutional neural network
architecture with a�ention mechanism (MACNN). An overview
of the proposed architecture is given in Figure 4. �e proposed
model has two main inputs, which are the posting history and
participation history, as shown in Figure 4. First, two kinds of
matching features are captured by well-designed architectures from
di�erent aspects. �en, we employ a concatenation layer to combine
all these features. Finally, we use a multilayer perceptron to obtain
the �nal preditiction.

4.1 Posting History Modeling
From the description above, we can see that the interests of users
can in most cases be represented by the tweets that they post, and
a topic also consists of a collection of tweets. Hence, in this work,
determining whether the tweet set of a topic is relevant to the
tweet set posted by a user is an important problem for our task.
In this work, we propose a component to capture the relevance
feature between the two posting collections. In this component,
the original documents are stored in an external memory. For each
user and each topic, a retrieval mechanism is used to select the
important part for modeling the relevance. Because a user may
pay a�ention to numerous topics and the tweets in a topic may
also address di�erent aspects, only a few tweets can be matched
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Figure 4: A Memory-based Convolutional Neural Network Architecture with Attention Mechanism

between the two collections. �us, directly calculating the similarity
between the two sets may not work well. A good matching method
is necessary. However, it is ine�cient and unnecessary to use the
whole collections for matching. We select several tweets from the
collections as the two tweet sets.

4.1.1 Document Representation. As described above, the origi-
nal inputs are two documents Du and Dt that contain the selected
tweets, which are stored in the external memory. Each tweet in the
documents is treated as a sequence of words: [w1, ...,w |d |]. �en
we embed each wordw in the tweet in a continuous space and sum
the embedding vectors to get the tweet representation. Speci�cally,
the embedding matrix Ew (of size dim × |V | where V is the word
vocabulary and dim is the word embedding dimension) is used
to look up the distributional vectors for words w , and the tweet
representation can be calculated: d = ∑ |d |i Ewwi ,d ∈ Rdim .

For each document D ∈ Du
⋃

Dt , we build a lower-level
representation matrix:

D =


− d1 −

− ... −

− dN −


,D ∈ RN×dim (1)

where each row represents a tweet embedding vector.

4.1.2 A�ention Mechanism. However, before modeling the
relevance of two sets, we have an underlying intuition that not
all the tweets in the posting document are equally relevant for
modeling the relevance. Di�erent tweets in a set in�uence the
matching between di�erent topics and users to di�erent extents, and

tweets range from important to irrelevant. Based on this viewpoint,
we propose the introduction of an a�ention mechanism to select
the important parts of documents.

Given a topic t and user u, we �rst embed the topic into a vector
vt , where vt ∈ Rdimt . Here, we have a embedding matrix Et (of
size dimt × |Vt |, where Vt is the topic vocabulary and dimt is the
topic embedding dimension), which is used to look up the vectors
for topic t . A�er converting the topic into embedding, the next step
is to build an a�ention layer with the help of the topic embedding.
For each tweet di in the document, D should have its own degree
of importance.

In the a�ention operator, we use the following de�nition to
calculate the degree of importance of a single tweet:

mi = tanh(Wddi +Wtvt ), (2)

pi =
exp (WT

mmi )∑N
j exp (WT

mmj )
, (3)

where pi represents the importance degree of the i-th tweet in the
history document. N is the size of the posting history document.
�e parameters in this equation areWd ,Wt andWm . Every tweet’s
degree of importance is calculated using the same parameters to
ensure that the feature is learned in the same space.

Considering the impact of probabilities, for each tweet di ∈ D,
we have a new embedding representation for matching between
di�erent pairs: di = pidi . �rough this step, we can obtain
new document representations with their own importance degree
values.
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4.1.3 Posting Relevance. A�er adding the a�ention weights over
the input tweets, an obvious solution to �nd the relevance between
(Du ,Dt ) is to build document-level semantic representations and
measure the similarity between them.

To form the posting interest representation, we propose a
convolution architecture to aggregate the tweet interests and
capture the semantic meaning of texts. Given the embedding set
of tweets D = {d1,d2, ...,dN }, we �rst apply a 1-D convolution
operation on the tweet embedding vectors. We use several
convolution �lters, which have di�erent window sizes c . �e i-th
convolution output using window size c is given by the following:

hc,i = σ (Wcdi :i+c−1 + bc ), (4)

whereWc is the convolution weight, and bc is the bias. σ (·) is an
activation function such as the siдmoid function or tanh function.
�e �lter is applied only to a window i : i + c − 1 of size c .

�en, we use a max-overtime pooling layer to aggregate the
information that has passed through the convolution layer. �e
representation is reduced, and some useless information is �ltered
out using the pooling layer. �e output of the pooling layer over
the feature map using window size c is denoted as follows:

hc,pooled =



poolinд(hc,1)
.

.

.

poolinд(hc,N−c+1)



. (5)

For the feature output from di�erent convolution �lters, we
concatenate them to form the interest representation vector:

vp = [h1,h2, ...,hc ], (6)

�rough the steps described above, a user’s posting interest and
topic are denoted as two semantic vectors, vpu and vpt , respectively.
Next, we adopt the approach of [4] to calculate the similarity score
between two vectors. �is method considers interactions between
di�erent dimensions. �us, it can capture complicated interactions.
Speci�cally, this method de�nes the similarity score as follows:

vpsim = sim(vpu ,vpt ) = vTpuMpvpt , (7)

where Mp ∈ R
dim×dim is a similarity matrix used to reweight the

interactions between di�erent dimensions. �e parameter matrix
Mp will be optimized in the training process.

We employ a concatenation layer and hidden layer to combine
the user posting interest vector, topic posting interest vector and
similarity score to a �xed-size posting matching feature vector vd .

4.2 Participation History Modeling
�e task in this work is predicting which topics the users will join in
the future. �us, the topic participation history should signi�cantly
improve the performance. Actually, it is feasible to obtain the
users’ topic participation history from social media websites and
introduce an e�cient architecture to utilize them. We denote the
participation history as Ht , which contains many topics the user
has joined. To measure the relevance between the given topic and
the user participation interest, we proposed a brief method in our
model.

Given a topic t and a useru, we �nd a corresponding participation
history Ht and store it in an external memory architecture. �en,
we embed each topic in history ti ∈ Ht into a continuous space:

vti = Et ti ,vti ∈ R
dimt , (8)

where Et is the same topic embedding matrix as that denoted in
Section 4.1.2.

Next, we propose to use an a�ention mechanism to retrieve
the topics that are relevant to the given topic t and aggregate the
representation of this information to form the user participation
interest representation. �e weight pti of topic ti is calculated as
follows:

mti = tanh(Wtvt +Wpvti ) (9)

pti =
exp (WT

mt
mti )∑M

j exp (WT
mtmtj )

(10)

�en, the interest representation vh of the user is constructed
by summing the topic embedding vti , weighted by the probability
pti , as follows:

vh =
M∑
i
pti vti . (11)

To capture meaningful interactions between topic vt and user
interest vh , we apply the similarity operation introduced in Eq.(7)
as follows:

vsim = sim(vt ,vh ). (12)
A concatenation layer and a hidden layer are applied to

combine the topic embedding, user participation interest vector,
and similarity score to a �xed-length participation history relevance
feature vector vp .

4.3 Prediction
We use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and a so�max layer to
determine whether or not ui will join the discussion of topic tj . �e
feature vectors are passed into the full connection hidden layer to
obtain a higher-level representation:

σ (Wh[vd ,vp ] + bh ), (13)
where Wh is the weight of the hidden layer, bh is a bias, and vd is
the posting matching feature vector. vp is the participation history
relevance feature, and σ (·) is the non-linear activation function.

A so�max layer is used to predict the labels:

p (y = j |x) =
exT θ

j
s∑K

k=0 e
xT θks

, (14)

where θks is a weight vector of the k-th class and j ∈ {0,1} is the
label of a pair. Here, j = 0 means that ui will not join tj , and j = 1
means that ui will join tj .

4.4 Training
Our training objective function is as follows:

J =
∑

Dui ∈Du

∑
Dtj ∈Dt

−loдp (yi j |(Dui ,Dtj )), (15)

where Du is the tweet set of users in the training corpus, Dt is the
tweet set of the topics, and yi j is a label that represents whether
user ui will join topic tj .
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�e parameters θ are learned during the training as follows:

θ = {Ew ;Et ;M;Wmd ;Wmh ;Wh ; bh ;θs }, (16)

where Ew are theword embeddings. Et are the topic embeddings. M
are the similarity matrices. Wmd are the parameters in the posting
history matching component, andWmh are the parameters in the
participation history component. �e other parameters belong to
the MLP and so�max layers.

In this study, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with the adagrad
update rule is used to optimize our model. Dropout regularization
has proved to be an e�ective method for reducing the over��ing
in deep neural networks with millions of parameters[26]. In this
work, we also used it to improve the regularization of the hidden
layer. Dropout regularization sets a portion of the hidden units
to zero with probability p during the forward phase so that they
will not contribute to the output of the so�max layer. l2-norm
regularization terms are added to the parameters of the network to
augment the cost function.

5 EXPERIMENT
5.1 Dateset and Setup
For training and evaluating the proposed method, we randomly
selected 1500 users from the prepared dataset. �en, we �ltered out
the users whose language was not English or whose posting amount
was smaller than 100 in the time period. As a result shown in Table
2, we ultimately had 1,183 users and 1,147 topics. To split and label
the dataset, we set the split time point to 2015.07.01. We assume that
we have known all the information before this point-in-time and
the information a�er that is unknown. �us, we can obtain a label
list that shows whether the user will join the topic and the topic
the user have joined before the point-in-time has been removed
from the list. If the user posts a tweet about the topic or retweets a
tweet about the topic during the period 2015.07.01-2015.12.31, the
label is equal to one; otherwise, it is zero. In our experiment, we
split the dataset into a training set, a development set and a test set.
�ere were 946 users in the training set and 119 in the validation
set. �e remaining 118 users were in the test set. All of the tweets
were processed by removing stopwords and special characters.

In the experiments, the embeddings for words were randomly
initialized with each component sampled from the uniform
distribution and all of the embeddings for topics were also randomly
initialized from the uniform distribution with 200 dimension unless
otherwise noted. �e word embedding matrix Ew and the topic
embedding matrix Et were both non-static, and were tuned to
the task-at-hand. Empirically, the selected architecture had two
convolutional �lters as well as two pooling layers to model the
posting history interest. �e widths c of the two convolution �lters
were set to (1,2), respectively. �e two convolutional layers had 32
and 64 �lter maps. In this work, the number of tweets randomly
selected for each user or topic was set to 20 and the maximum
number of topics in a user’s participation history was set to 300.
�is con�guration was also used in the other methods described in
the following paragraphs. �e network was used for training for 30
epochs with early stopping. �e learning rate was set to l = 0.01,
and the dropout rate was 0.2.

Table 2: Statistics of the evalution collection

#User 1,183
#Tweets 1,800,442
#Topics 1,147
History Period 2015.01.01-2015.06.30
Prediction Period 2015.07.01-2015.12.31

To evaluate the prediction correctness of our model, we used
three metrics: Precision, Recall, and F1 score. In this work, we
proposed a matching-based method and calculated the prediction
scores between users and topics. �e rank of the correct result
based on these scores is also very important for many applications.
�us, we examined the ranks of the correct result using the mean
average precision and precision at K results (denoted as MAP@K
and P@K, respectively). �e MAP equation is as follows:

1
|U |

∑
ui ∈U

AveP (ui ), (17)

whereU is the user set and |U | is the size of the user set.
We selected some e�ective methods to compare to our model, as

follows:
• Random: Randommethod is implemented with a uniform

random prediction.
• NB: Naive Bayes is implemented with the bag-of-word

features transformed from the posting history and partici-
pation history.

• SVM: �e support vector machine is implemented using
libsvm with the bag-of-word features transformed from
the posting history and participation history.

• Collaborative Filtering: Collaborative �ltering algo-
rithm is used to �nd top 50 related topics for each user.
We used the standard user based collaborative �ltering
approach [15]. �e similarity of two users was calculated
based on the overlap of their topics.

• UKNN: UKNN is a topic recommendation method [16].
It proposed a user based KNN model to making use of
the implicit information network formed by the multiple
relationships among users and topics. We re-implemented
it on our dataset to recommend top 50 related topics for
each user.

• ARC: ARC is a convolutional matching model proposed
by [11]. It uses a convolutional network to construct the
document representation and thereby match the text. In
this experiment, we use it to model the posting similarity
between users and topics.

• LSTM-RNN: LSTM-RNN is used to construct posting
history representations and obtains the �nal matching
scores between them using cosine similarity [21].

• LRCNN: LRCNN is proposed by [25] and used here to
model the posting similarity, which is a convolutional
neural network architecture learning the representation of
text pairs and a similarity function to relate them.

• MemN2N: MemN2N [27] is a neural network architecture
with a recurrent a�ention model over a large external
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Table 3: Performances of di�erent methods on the evaluation dataset

Methods P@1 P@3 P@5 P@10 MAP@10 Precision Recall F1-Score
Random 0.008 0.024 0.020 0.024 0.006 0.025 0.500 0.048
NB 0.297 0.215 0.208 0.181 0.100 0.128 0.150 0.138
SVM 0.280 0.198 0.198 0.170 0.089 0.104 0.211 0.139
Collaborative Filtering [15] 0.313 0.254 0.217 0.198 0.107 0.123 0.243 0.163
UKNN [16] 0.364 0.266 0.239 0.192 0.120 0.109 0.224 0.146
ARC [11] 0.288 0.212 0.207 0.186 0.101 0.117 0.181 0.142
LSTM-RNN [21] 0.254 0.215 0.178 0.171 0.091 0.110 0.172 0.135
LRCNN [25] 0.280 0.234 0.224 0.182 0.103 0.120 0.183 0.145
MemN2N [27] 0.347 0.266 0.236 0.208 0.121 0.138 0.223 0.170
MACNN-Posting 0.297 0.215 0.219 0.195 0.110 0.150 0.192 0.168
MACNN-Participation 0.314 0.297 0.256 0.227 0.132 0.143 0.243 0.180
MACNN-All 0.390 0.342 0.285 0.238 0.156 0.175 0.236 0.201

memory, which is used to model the participation history
in this task. �e hops of MemN2N is set to 3.

5.2 Results and Discussion
In Table 3, we list the prediction performances on our dataset using
the di�erent methods. In the experiments, we also introduced two
variants of our proposed model: MACNN-Posting and MACNN-
Participation. MACNN-Posting only uses the information about
the posting history to predict the relationship between users and
topics. MACNN-Participation is the right component shown in
Figure 4, and uses the information about the participation history.
Our proposed model, MACNN-All, combines these two types of
information. For random results, we implemented a random guess
method with random prediction. �e precision was about 0.024
because the average number of topics in which a user participated
was about 25. �e MAP@10 was 0.006, which gave an indication of
the di�culty of the task. From the tables, we can see that the
proposed model is signi�cantly be�er than the other methods
because it obtains the best results using these important metrics.

From the results shown in Table 3, we can observe that our
approach achieves a relative improvement of 18.2% in F1 score, 14.4%
in P@10, and 28.9% in MAP@10 over MemN2N. MACNN-All also
provides improvements of 0.021 for F1 score, 0.011 for P@10, and
0.024 for MAP@10 over MACNN-Participation. It shows that the
proposed model makes e�ective use of the two types of information.
Observing the results for ARC, LSTM-RNN, and LRCNN, we see
that these neural network architectures for text matching are also
e�ective in our task. All of them predicted the result based on
the posting history information, which proves that a matching-
based method for posting history information can achieve the task.
However, because in this task we want to match two tweet sets
that contain numerous tweets where only a part of the tweets
are important for interest modeling and these architectures are
designed for the sentence-level semantic matching task, the results
of these methods are worse than our models at performing this task.
Considering the comparison between MACNN-Posting and these
methods, it is clear that our model can model a be�er similarity
feature for the posting history, and the degree of importance of the
tweets is a key ingredient of prediction. Our model successfully

captures the di�erent in�uences of tweets and thus achieves a
strong performance.

From Table 3, we can also observe that MACNN-Participation
achieves a be�er performance thanMACNN-Posting, andMemN2N
also obtains be�er results than the other models using the posting
history, which demonstrates that the participation history is more
important in this task. In the comparison between MemN2N and
MACNN-Participation, our model is also be�er. We analyzed
the di�erence between the two architectures and found that the
similarity function introduced in our model could be�er capture
the relevance feature between users and topics. We also evaluated
some classical methods such as Naive Bayes, SVM. �eir results
were worse than the others.

Considering the results of collaborative �ltering and UKNN,
we can observe that the recommendation-based methods are
more suitable than classi�cation-based methods. We think that
the huge number of labels is one of the main reasons why
supervised classi�cation methods do not work well on this task.
Based on the relationship between users and topics, these two
methods can �nd the most likely topics for each user. UKNN
achieved a high performance for P@1, which agrees with the
original implementation in [16]. �e results indicated that our
prediction results for which topics a user will join may be
helpful in constructing topic recommendation systems. Our model
also showed its advantages in this situation, as shown by the
performances listed in Table 3.

As we known, there are many types of Twi�er users based on the
number of topics in which they participate. Intuitively, since heavy
social media users are willing to participate in discussions and post
a variety of tweets, they are involved in more topics. It should be
easier to predict these users’ participation behaviors because of the
richer information about their interests and a higher proportion of
positive results; for other users, it must be more di�cult. In Figure 5,
we split the users into three groups based on how many topics they
participated in. �e results of our proposed model (MACNN-All)
for these sets are shown on the �gure. Users who participated in
less than 20 topics are contained in the �rst group, and those who
participated in more than 20 but less than 50 compose the second
set. �e third group is composed of heavy social media users.
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Table 4: Performances of MACNN with di�erent parameters

Methods Window Sizes Word Embedding
Dim.

Topic Embedding
Dim.

Precision Recall F1-Score

MACNN-Posting (1,2) 200 - 0.150 0.192 0.168
MACNN-Participation - - 200 0.143 0.243 0.180

MACNN-All (1,2) 50 200 0.158 0.231 0.187
(1,2) 100 200 0.167 0.237 0.196
(1,2) 300 200 0.169 0.240 0.199
(1) 200 200 0.171 0.227 0.195
(1,2) 200 200 0.175 0.236 0.201
(1,2, 3) 200 200 0.169 0.247 0.200
(1,2) 200 300 0.166 0.244 0.198
(1,2) 200 100 0.167 0.251 0.200
(1,2) 200 50 0.150 0.217 0.177

Light User
Normal User
Heavy User

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

F1-Score P@10 MAP@10

Figure 5: �e results between di�erent types of users.

From Figure 5, we can observe that the results for the heavy users
were the best, proving our hypothesis. Because of the low activity
of light users, it is di�cult for us to obtain useful information from
their history and its proportion of positive results was lower than
the others, which led to the worst results in the �gure. Even though
we introduced the posting history in our model to help solve the
cold-start problem to some extent, it is still a great challenge for
future work. �e model achieved much be�er performances for
normal users and heavy users than light users.

5.3 Parameter In�uence
�ere are several hyper-parameters that could in�uence the
performances of our proposed models. �is section explains how
we changed these parameters to evaluate their in�uences. In the
experiment, we investigated how �lters with di�erent window
sizes c in a convolution architecture a�ected our results. �en, we
experimented with di�erent word embedding dimensions and topic
embedding dimensions. We varied one parameter at a time, while
�xing the other two. �e results are listed in Table 4.

First, we changed the window size c of the �lters and tested
our model with three di�erent size sets. More types of �lters can
capture richer information from the posting history and model

be�er similarity features between users and topics. However, the
experiment showed that the performance did not improve as the
number of �lters with di�erent window sizes increased. As can
be seen, we obtained the best result using MACNN-All with two
types of �lters with sizes of (1,2). �e model with only one �lter
with a size of (1) obtained the worst result, while the results for
the model with sizes of (1,2,3) were comparable to those of the
best one. To achieve a good performance, it was be�er to use �lters
with various window sizes.

�en, we analyzed the in�uence of the dimensions chosen for
two types of embedding vectors: word embedding vectors and
topic embedding vectors. A suitable dimension for the embedding
vectors could enhance the feature expression ability, whereas a
lower dimension achieved a lower performance. In this experiment,
we changed the word and topic embedding dimensions separately
and randomly initialized the embedding vectors with dimensions
ranging from 50 to 300, with the results listed in Table 4. For the two
types of embedding, a higher embedding dimension resulted in a
be�er performance. When dimensions are both larger than 100, our
proposed model performed well. When one of dimensions is equal
to 50, the performance is bad. Our proposed model performed well
with a high embedding dimension. When the two dimensions were
equal to 200, we obtained the best results, which showed that our
model needs a high dimension to store more feature information.
However, there were some di�erences between the two embeddings.
�e dimension of the topic embeddings had a larger impact on the
prediction, which met our expectations because the participation
history was more important in this task. For a be�er prediction
and to ensure the robustness of the proposed model, it is suggested
that high embedding dimensions should be selected.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied the problem of predicting which topics a
user will join and collected a large evaluation dataset consisting
of more than 14 million tweets. We proposed a novel deep
convolutional neural network with an a�ention mechanism to
solve this problem. Speci�cally, we modeled the user interest and
main contents of topics with an external memory architecture. �e
posting similarity features between users and topics were captured
by the deep convolutional neural network. Because tweets have
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di�erent degrees of importance, we also proposed to incorporate
an a�ention mechanism to select the important ones. Participation
features were also modeled using an a�ention network. �en, we
passed the feature vectors into a multi-layer perceptron to obtain
the �nal matching score. �e experimental results on the evaluation
dataset showed that the proposed methods outperformed other
methods.
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